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Abstract 

This poster presents the first experimental results obtained from a 30 kWth Calcium Looping test facility upgraded to work at 
conditions closer to those expected in a calcium looping system retrofitted to a cement plant. The main modification in the 
facility is the use of a second recycle of fine solids (<40 micron) collected in the secondary cylones located after the main 
calcium loop for CO2 capture. This allowed the operation of the main calcium loop using finer particle size distributions (dp50 
around 60-75 micron), which should generate solid purges more suitable to be processed in clinker ovens. High CO2 capture 
efficiencies have been achieved in preliminary experiments with high make-up flow of limestone and high CO2 concentrations. 
Further experimental work and modeling activities for an adequate interpretation of results are ongoing within the CEMCAP 
H2020 project.   
 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of GHGT-13. 
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1. Introduction 

The post-combustion calcium looping process, CaL, has been and continues to be developed at TRL 6-7 for power 
generation [1-4]. This is a technology that uses CaO as a regenerable sorbent of CO2 (by interconnecting a high 
velocity carbonator reactor with an oxy-fired calciner where CaCO3 decomposes into CaO and CO2). The theoretical 
synergies of CaL with cement manufacture have been identified in a number of previous simulation works and lab 
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scale studies [5-14]. However, little information is available on the performance of the main reactors (the carbonator 
and the calciner) under closer conditions to those expected in a CaL system integrated in a cement plant. The EU 
CEMCAP project (http://www.sintef.no/projectweb/cemcap/) addresses this challenge by planning a demonstration 
at TRL 6 of the the CaL technology in cement plants [15]. CSIC is supporting this overall task by screening at TRL4 
the impact of the new operating environments on the performance of material and key reactors, using for this 
purpose a retrofitted lab scale (30 kWth) pilot. This poster communication presents the first results from the test 
campaigns and discusses on the way forward.  
 

2. Experimental 

The scheme of the retrofitted pilot and its general overview is presented in Figure 1. In addition to upgrades for data 
acquisition and continuous gas analysis, the pilot has incorporated two changes respect to previous configurations 
[16]:  

 New insulation of reactors (right hand side of Figure 1) and additional heating elements to maximize the 
effective thermal power available for calcination of CaCO3. This is especially important to allow operation 
at conditions of high make up flow of limestone, as expected in the CEMCAP test.  

 A new double recycle loop (left hand side of Figure 1) to allow the 30 kW pilot to operate with finer 
materials  by re-injecting to the primary solid circulation loop fine material (dp50 around 35 micron)  
collected in secondary cyclones. Fine particle sizes of CaO are known to be required to maximize clinker 
product quality [17]. 

 
 

 
  

 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the INCAR-CSIC 0.03MWth pilot plant incorporating a 2nd solid loop recycle of fine 

material (b) General overview of the pilot 
 

Initial commissioning experiments have confirmed excellent closure of solid mass balances (>95%) for solids in 
the retrofitted test rig. It was also noted a 10-20% of improvement in calcination intensity of CaCO3, moving up to 
to 3-4 molCO2/m

2s with superficial gas velocities in the calciner of around 3.5 m/s. However, access to higher 
capture rates (up to 10 molCO2/m

2s typical in larger pilots [1] operated in oxy-combustion mode) are beyond the 
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scope of this test rig, and will require testing at higher velocities and/or oxy-combustion calcination conditions in 
larger scale rigs within the CEMCAP consortium.  

Difficulties for steady circulation of fines solids (i.e. around dp50=35 m) in standpipes where observed during 
many commissioning test. These could be attributed to typical problems with these devices in small scale rigs 
(although standpipe diameters of 50 mm and angles>70º where chosen for all connecting solid lines). These 
difficulties where only partially overcome with increasing number of aeration points and small vibration devices 
placed on the the standpipes. It should be noted that these CaO rich materials and particles size distributions are 
routinely handled in commercial cement plants, and therefore, the circulation problems detected in our pilot are rig-
specific and not process-related. These problems limited the duration of steady states of typical experiments. Figure 
2 shows a typical experiment with CO2 capture from a gas with a content of 18%v of CO2. The figure in the left 
hand summarises the conditions, referring to solid inventory and solid circulation rate in the main solid circulation 
loop. The operation with these fine solids translates into a modest inventory in the carbonator and calciner reactors 
(equivalent to about 100 kg/m2 of crossection of reactor or 1 kPa of P in the risers) despite the relatively intense 
solid circulation (Gs is represented as a dotted line, with values on the right axis between 2-4 kg/m2s measured 
indirectly from a heat balance as in [1]). Despite the limited inventory of material in reactor, the carbonator reactor 
is able to capture around 80% of the CO2 fed into the reactor. This is facilitated by the high activity of the material 
in the reactor (low cycle number), which is in turn characteristic of cement plant configurations, where a direct use 
of the CaO purge from the calcium loop for cement manufacture is feasible.   

 
Figure 2. CO2 capture preliminary results under CEMCAP conditions. a. Solids inventory and solids circulation 
flowrate b. CO2 capture efficiency and maximum capture efficiency allowed by the equilibrium. Experimental 
conditions: Tcarb = 665 - 730 ºC; inlet ucarb = 2.9 m/s, CO2 = 18%vol., molar make-up flow = 1.5 mol/m2s and 

average particle size dp50 = 65 m. 
 

Longer steady state periods of operation (up to 10s of hours duration as described in previous works [16] when 
using coarser materials) have not been possible under the new configuration with the secondary solid recycle. 
Despite these practical limitations, a high number of CO2 capture experiments as in Figure 2 have been completed 
and confirmed the possibility to achieve high CO2 capture efficiencies under the new operating conditions (high 
make up flow of limestone, high CO2 concentrations). Different gas velocities, CO2 inlet concentration (10-30%v), 
reactor temperatures, solid circulation rates and make up flow ratios (or average activity of the material) have been 
tested. The effect of the presence of steam is also being investigated at present.  In general, these results are 
consistent with the current understanding of CaL in more mature post-combustion capture systems [1-4, 16] but will 
require a dedicated effort of interpretation with a reactor model, which is ongoing and will be published shortly.  
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3. Conclusions 

Upgrades have been implemented in a 30 kWth CaL test facility at INCAR-CSIC to allow operation at conditions 
closer to those expected in a CaL system for CO2 capture in a cement plant. The preliminary experimental results 
indicate that when using finer limestone solids, higher activity materials (because the lower cycle number) and high 
CO2 concentrations in the flue gas, high  capture efficiencies can be achievable despite low material inventories in 
the reactors. Therefore no fundamental barrier should exist to retrofit CaL technology to the cement sector using 
limestone as CaO precursor and applying design rules developed for CaL in more developed applications of the 
technology in the power sector.  
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